
Introduction: Muslims and 
the Politics of Recognition in Greece 

On 7 June 2019, Greek Education and Religious Affairs minister Costas 
Gavroglou addressed a crowd of about one hundred Muslims, journalists, 
and state offi cials at the “inauguration” of the government’s partially con-
structed, purpose-built mosque in Athens: “Athens now has a dignifi ed place 
of worship for Muslims whether they are citizens or migrants, refugees, or 
visitors. The right to pray to the god you believe in, like the right of a child 
to go to school, does not depend on the circumstances under which some-
one arrived here. Everyone has these rights. They are non-negotiable hu-
man rights” (Speed 2019). By 2019, there were nearly 300,000 Muslims in 
Athens, yet it remained the only European capital without an operational 
mosque. After the offer of Saudi Arabia’s King Fahd to build an exqui-
site mosque in Athens was refused, a 2006 presidential decree committed 
the Greek government to build the fi rst mosque in the city since Ottoman 
rule ended in 1821. Numerous delays halted construction, including in 2014 
when contractors refused to take on the project out of fear of violent attacks 
from members of the neo-Nazi Golden Dawn party; Muslims are the most 
frequent targets of their racist attacks (Palivos 2018: 272). With the leftist 
SYRIZA party’s electoral success in 2015, plans for building a mosque re-
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sumed as the population of Muslims in Greece skyrocketed, with more than 
one million refugees arriving that year alone—the majority fl eeing wars in 
Syria, Afghanistan, and Iraq. A vote in Parliament to accelerate the mosque’s 
construction was passed in 2016, despite publicly voiced opposition from 
the powerful Eastern Orthodox Church and the white supremacist-fascist 
Golden Dawn party’s leader, Nikolaos Michaloliakos, who denounced Par-
liament as traitors building a “shrine to slavery” (Speed 2019). “Are we re-
turning to Turkish occupation?” he continued; “Because the Parthenon too 
was a mosque. We cannot rule out that they demand it becomes a mosque 
once again.”

While Golden Dawn represents an extremist, populist far-right fringe 
within Greece (constituting its third largest political party although they 
were voted out of Parliament in 2019), Greece has seen a marked rise in 
xenophobia and anti-Muslim racism alongside a severe economic crisis and 
pervasive unemployment since 2010. In 2017, a national survey found only 
36.3 percent of Greeks had positive associations with the word “Muslim,” 
and another survey found 76 percent of Greeks believe being an Orthodox 
Christian is essential to being “truly Greek” (Georgakopoulos 2017; Pew Re-
search Center 2017). Like its drab structure, the long delays in the building 
of the mosque in Athens refl ect the contested place of Muslims in Greece. 
Lacking a loudspeaker for calls to prayer, domes, minarets, or any kind of 
aesthetic detail at all save a simple sign, the small rectangular building in the 
capital’s Votanikos district resembles a military offi ce, situated within a navy 
compound surrounded by a high wall topped with barbed wire, surveil-
lance cameras, and a twenty-four-hour security detail. Critics of the leftist 
SYRIZA party government, which was in majority at the time, dismissed 
the inauguration of the partially constructed mosque a few weeks before 
an election as a political stunt to attract minority votes (SYRIZA ultimately 
lost the 2019 election). Rather than celebratory, the tone of the government 
offi cials at the inauguration was cautious. The Muslims in attendance were 
visibly pleased, but one Pakistani activist, whom I fi rst encountered in Ath-
ens in 2018, expressed more frustration than relief over what he described 
as a “small, half-victory.” 

Muslims’ long-standing political organizing to establish an offi cial mosque 
in Athens and to be recognized by the state is a form of resisting the op-
pressive conditions and real damage they suffer as a result of political, legal, 
and social exclusion (Cabot 2014). Charles Taylor (1994) names this form 
of identity politics a “politics of recognition” particular to modern liberal-
democratic polities whereby marginalized groups claim rights from the state 
ultimately on the basis of an equal right to difference. Although 90 percent 
of Greeks identify as Eastern Orthodox Christians, Greece’s eastern land 
and sea borders have long been the primary point of entry to the Euro-
pean Union for all “mixed migrants,” an umbrella term used by the United 
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Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR 2018) and defi ned as 
“complex population movements including refugees, asylum seekers, eco-
nomic migrants . . . environmental migrants, smuggled persons, victims of 
traffi cking and stranded migrants,” and most of these migrants are Muslims. 
The process by which states determine whom among the “mixed migrants” 
are morally legitimate suffering bodies who deserve asylum or immigration 
status produces what Miriam Ticktin (2011: 5) calls a “new humanity”: refu-
gees are considered second-class, disabled, and disadvantaged, but welcome 
such that their arrival simultaneously produces new forms of state “polic-
ing or surveillance—harsher security measures [are] pushed through under 
humanitarian pretexts, and victims [are] moved all too easily from endan-
gered to dangerous, innocent to delinquent.” Refugees are typically (and 
simultaneously) represented as pitiful charity cases and as national security 
threats. Michaloliakos’s vitriolic diatribe against the mosque extended the 
racial logic to its most extreme: the refugees running for their lives from war 
and desperate circumstances are recast not only as potential terrorists but as 
threatening conquerors, a latent Islamic imperial force.

The opaque process and slow bureaucratic drag around the government’s 
construction of the mosque mirrors the highly traumatizing bureaucratic 
processes millions of migrants endure as they wait to be granted asylum 
in Europe. While the Greek government struggles to meet the overwhelm-
ing needs of displaced people stuck in the country as a result of the 2016 
EU-Turkey deal, glossing the rise in bigotry as a simple reaction to the “ref-
ugee crisis” erases Europe’s role in the deep histories and geopolitical con-
texts that create refugees. A “carceral humanitarianism,” as Kelly Oliver 
(2017) terms it, in which refugees are “rescued” but then sorted, contained 
within fences and checkpoints, commodifi ed and surveilled, has replaced ac-
tual political solutions to the so-called refugee crisis. Although the UNHCR’s 
mandate is humanitarian and claims to be nonpartisan and apolitical, Ol-
iver (2017) argues that humanitarian aid and human rights discourses are 
always political, often co-opted by states, and operate according to a logic 
of exclusion that values some lives over others, rendering some “collateral 
damage.” This carceral humanitarianism creates classes of refugees and up-
holds rather than challenges racism, xenophobia, disaster capitalism, and 
state violence. Of course, Oliver’s (2017: 6) critique of the European Union’s 
carceral humanitarianism and her attention to “the uneasy alliance between 
humanitarian aid, human rights, and military operations,” which produces 
refugees as criminals, a societal burden, or “collateral damage,” is not sim-
ply a call to dispense with humanitarian aid and human rights. Rather, she 
critiques the calculating machine and lesser-of-evils utilitarian approach of 
states and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to refugees in light of 
Hannah Arendt’s ([1964] 2003: 36) reminder that “those who choose the 
lesser evil forget very quickly that they chose evil.” 
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Numerous critics have demonstrated that the militarized internment and 
the inhumane conditions of the Greek camps are by design, a determent 
strategy, which the European Union has hailed as a success since the overall 
numbers of refugees reaching Greece have gone down since 2016, despite 
the grim, alarming fact that the ratio of deaths to the number of arrivals has 
dramatically increased (IOM 2018). Clearly, discrimination and the restric-
tion of people’s rights do not end after refugees have left their countries of 
origin; rather, cycles of violence, insecurity, marginalization, and discrimi-
nation often continue or emerge in the country of asylum, including forms 
of violence that are linked to religion in different ways. 

For their part, Muslims in Greece are not waiting to be recognized or 
embraced by the state or society in order to perform their weekly congre-
gational prayers on Fridays ( juma); in camps such as Moria in Lesvos, refu-
gees have created provisional prayer spaces behind the barbed wire fences, 
and Muslims in Athens have established more than 120 makeshift mosques 
scattered in neighborhoods throughout the city in converted and carpeted 
garages, warehouses, factories, and basements (Speed 2019). Ethnic commu-
nity centers and NGO offi ces run by Muslim immigrants and refugees who 
also serve refugee populations such as the Afghan Community Center near 
Omonia Square in central Athens, which I visited, also offer spaces for com-
munal prayer. Although this Afghan organization is inclusive and secular in 
orientation, serving both Muslim and Christian Afghans in Athens, it is also 
an important node in refugees’ transnational Islamic charitable networks, 
which operate on the fringes of the NGO ecosystem, providing important, 
and often invisible, relief to and, importantly, often from, refugees. In what 
follows, I examine how Afghan Muslim refugees articulate a collectivist pol-
itics of care that expands narrow, secular conceptions of “basic rights” and 
social obligations through invocations of the umma, the global Muslim com-
munity, and baraka, the concentration of blessings in particular practices or 
spaces.

Examining refugee-initiated Islamic aid in the Greek borderlands illumi-
nates the operations and exclusions engendered by anti-Muslim racism and 
carceral humanitarianism that reduce refugees to security risks or moochers. 
Such an examination also captures the richness and complexity of refugees’ 
everyday religious practices and lives in community as those of an “unset-
tled” racial minority. Eric Tang’s (2015) term captures the ways refugees 
fi gure in existing racial hierarchies and recurring, life-long cycles of displace-
ment and captivity beyond a linear redemption story of being uprooted, 
displaced, and, fi nally, resettled. My fi ndings on the religious dimensions 
of encounters between service providers (who are usually Muslim refugees 
themselves) and refugees receiving services parallel the Islamic networks of 
charitable giving and care that Amira Mittermaier (2019) tracked in Cairene 
slums, in which Muslims operate from an ethical refusal to locate justice in 
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the future. Mittermaier (2019: 4) argues that this Islamic ethical thinking and 
praxis is often politically illegible within liberal conceptions of charity and 
neoliberal discourses of development.

My inquiry into the religious dimensions of refugees’ mutual care is not 
to give religion exaggerated primacy but to show religion as one of sev-
eral factors that nurture obligational ties between refugees. Even those refu-
gees who self-identify primarily in ethnic, national, and regional terms fi nd 
themselves increasingly identifi ed and apprehended as Muslims in Greece 
by the state and by ordinary Greeks regardless of their individual religious 
commitments due to the dominance of Islam as a racial super-category in 
discourses about refugees. In fact, several of the refugees I interviewed who 
had been raised in Muslim families identifi ed as atheists, agnostics, noth-
ing in particular, and newly converted, born-again Protestant Christians. 
Scholars understand the racialization of Islam not as something “done to” 
Muslims and those whose bodies are “read” as Muslims but as a process that 
weaves through all of our political, social, and economic lives. Rather than 
fall back on the term Islamophobia, which individualizes the phenomenon, 
I refer to it as anti-Muslim racism to signal that it is a form of racism with 
a legacy connected to the history of race, racism, and white supremacy, 
which affects many minorities and not only Muslim refugees in the Greek 
borderlands (Rana et al. 2020). Attention to the everyday lives of refugees 
reveals that their experiences of displacement are framed by a range of in-
tersecting and overlapping identity markers (including race and ethnicity, 
religion, gender, sexual orientation, and age) and also by a range of oppres-
sive structures (such as racism, including anti-Muslim racism, xenophobia, 
patriarchy, and homophobia). Despite the fetishization of refugees as Mus-
lims, when it comes to Muslim refugees’ care for one another, the religious 
dimensions of it are often made invisible. At the same time, the profoundly 
Christian genealogy of secular humanitarianism is unacknowledged, which 
is its own form of epistemic violence (Oliver 2017).

Methods

This chapter is based on a pilot study—part of a larger multisite study—on 
the role of religion in refugee-centered social justice organizations in Greece 
(Fiddian-Qasmiyeh et al. 2020). The material presented is based on two 
short research trips to Athens and Lesvos, Greece, in October 2017 and 
March 2018, during which I conducted fi fty-two structured and semistruc-
tured, recorded interviews with Afghan, Pakistani, Syrian, Iraqi, and Iranian 
refugees/migrants and their “solidarians” who live in communities and pro-
vide and/or receive aid. I was accompanied by research assistants; how-
ever, I conducted the interviews myself in English or in the refugees’ native 
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language, and translations are my own except for those conducted in Dari/
Farsi by a professional translator. Through 2019, I conducted follow-up in-
terviews with research participants after I (and sometimes they) left Greece 
by WhatsApp.

 Anthropologist Heath Cabot (2019: 292) critiques the ways “ambulance-
chasing” has implicated anthropology as a discipline in the violence and 
apartheid-like regimes of the “refugee crisis” in Europe, raising troubling 
questions about disciplinary relevance, funding structures, and lack of nu-
anced analysis. Although my time in Greece was short, I see the work as 
a form of the kind of “patchwork ethnographic processes and protocols” 
feminist anthropologists have designed around short-term fi eld visits and 
enduring relationships. According to Günel, Varma, and Wantanabe (2020), 
“Patchwork ethnography refers not to one-time, short, instrumental trips 
and relationships à la consultants, but rather, to research efforts that main-
tain the long-term commitments, language profi ciency, contextual knowl-
edge, and slow thinking.” In that sense, my research in Greek borderlands 
is part of a larger research project in my primary fi eld sites in the United 
States, where I also work with Muslim Syrian, Iraqi, and Afghan refugees. 
Furthermore, my research in Greece would not have been possible without 
the support and guidance of colleagues who have done years of research in 
Greek borderlands, particularly Loubna Qutami’s (2018) work on transna-
tional Palestinian networks. I hope that the fi ndings, however preliminary, 
shared here refl ect what Cabot (2019: 263) names as the best of what an-
thropology can offer: “an attention to deep, locally specifi c, contextualized 
knowledge that exceeds the anthropologist’s own ways of knowing.”

Islamic Care in Life and Death 

Ali (a pseudonym), a friendly Afghan man and a leading refugee activist in his 
Afghan Athens community, arrived in Greece in 2006 as a fourteen-year-old 
unaccompanied minor, yet he considers himself blessed and lucky because 
he was already fl uent in English. His language skills afforded him semireg-
ular work as a translator and an opportunity to go to school in Greece. His 
close work with the international NGOs (iNGOs) over the years has given 
him a cynical view of how money moves from hand to hand in Greece with-
out aiding refugees, reproducing the carceral humanitarianism that crimi-
nalizes and punishes them. In an interview, Ali refl ected:

Sixty thousand refugees in a country with twenty million, and they are keep-
ing them in cages to make a business, profi ts for the NGOs and governments. 
If I had the money, all of these refugees would have food and shelter, be 
living in hotels, but groups like ours [the Afghan Community Center] don’t 
have access to this NGO money. I didn’t come to Greece to start an NGO; I 
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came because I was in danger. Then I was in danger here for criticizing the 
government.

A devout Muslim, Ali sarcastically reassured my white American research 
assistant Patrick that he was Buddhist. From time to time, he would jokingly 
ask Patrick if he was also Buddhist or liked yoga, jabs at the ways Islam 
is constructed as a threat while other “Eastern religions” are perceived by 
Westerners to be benign and exotic. Ali affi rmed his strong belief that life is 
a series of accidents, explaining that he experienced what God has willed as 
a series of events that happened to him rather than choices, including mak-
ing a tight-knit group of friends in Athens. He explained that his arrival in 
Greece from Afghanistan (via Pakistan and Iran) was more akin to fl oating 
in a directionless hot air balloon than to traveling by airplane or ship with 
concrete points of departure and destination, yet Afghans struggle to be 
offi cially recognized as refugees rather than immigrants. Ali recounted his 
own frightening, bewildering arrival and life in a refugee camp in Athens 
in a time when most Greeks, he claimed, had never heard of Afghanistan. 
Contrasting the longer histories of Afghan refugees in Athens with the spec-
tacle of crisis focused primarily on Syrian refugees since 2012, Ali added, 
“We were the old refugees, under the old system. They ignored us then and 
even though everyone is talking about the new refugees, they ignore us old 
refugees even now. We’re not eligible for family reunifi cation. They see us 
and they say, ‘No, you don’t look like a refugee.’” 

Ali explained how, with little support from the state and from NGOs, Af-
ghans in Athens organized and relied on one another for help and support:

We have never gotten a penny from anyone because we are refugees. We don’t 
have documents so no one will give us money. Most of our budget [for the or-
ganization] is from my personal savings and [my] network of volunteers. A lot 
of people have benefi tted from our suffering. If you cannot support a woman 
or a child or a man in their time of extreme need, then what is the purpose of 
your NGO, your democracy?

A few weeks before I interviewed Ali in his Athens apartment, which dou-
bles as the headquarters for another Afghan community group, the tragic 
news of the sudden death of a small Afghan boy accompanied only by his 
father in a refugee camp had reached him and sprung him and his Muslim 
charitable network in Athens into action. The boy’s father was beside him-
self with grief, and as a show of support Ali and his friends had reached 
out to other Muslim Pakistanis and Afghans to collect money for a proper 
Muslim burial in a Muslim cemetery more than two hundred miles north of 
Athens. Ali and his friends pooled the community’s resources and oversaw 
the proper Islamic washing and shrouding of the boy’s body. They also 
navigated the paperwork and bureaucracy in order to arrange the Muslim 
burial and a hearse to drive the long distance. Ali and his friends accompa-
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nied the grieving Afghan father to northern Greece, attended the funeral, 
and then returned in a caravan of cars to Athens the next day.

Ali, a Shi’i Hazara, a persecuted religious and ethnic minority in Af-
ghanistan, described the Afghan funerary details. He described in detail 
the adorning of the gravesite according to practices he characterized as tra-
ditional and syncretic, combining both Islamic and Buddhist elements that 
might be unfamiliar to non-Afghan, non-Hazara, Sunni Muslims such as 
myself and the local Sunni Muslim population that runs the cemetery in 
northern Greece. Deeply saddened by the case, Ali took some solace in the 
fact that he and his Afghan community had given this boy a proper Afghan 
Muslim burial: “I pray to the one God. It is my personal belief that there 
has been a lot of baraka (blessings) in my work because of God. He’s judging 
everything, seeing everything. I think that God gives a heavy box to the 
people who can move it. He doesn’t give it to everybody, and I’ve been 
given a heavy burden.” Pointing to himself and shrugging, Ali laments, “I 
wish there had been an Ali waiting for me here when I was fourteen and 
scared. What I have been for the new Afghan refugees, I gave them things, 
support, and opportunities I could not give myself and which no one gave 
me. But this is my duty as a Muslim.”

Like the political controversy and drawn-out bureaucratic process over 
the Athens mosque, Muslims in Athens have long been agitating for a Mus-
lim cemetery to no avail. In 2009, the Greek Orthodox Church offered plots 
of land outside of Athens, near the port city of Piraeus, to Muslim commu-
nities, but either the plots were deemed not up to code, or complications 
surrounded the transfer of the deed, or zoning excluded individuals from 
other districts. While many faith communities prefer to be buried among 
their own families and religious brethren, Muslims have concerns about the 
particularities of Greek funerary practices, which include disinterring hu-
man remains from temporary, shallow graves to permanent, deeper graves 
after a few years once bones are removed and collected in a communal 
ossuary. As anthropologist Tina Palivos (2018) has shown, this has led some 
Muslim communities in Athens to spend precious resources on repatriating 
human remains to their countries of origin, such as Pakistan and Nigeria, 
or to the Muslim cemetery in Thrace, where local Greek Muslims (i.e., not 
immigrants) form a majority in the region, near the Greek-Turkish border. 
Deaths among displaced populations ignite existential and political ques-
tions about “home, community building, grief and mourning, the symbolic 
signifi cance of the material body, and the state management of religious 
pluralism” (Palivos 2018: 276).

I am particularly interested in how the culturally loaded concept of “ba-
sic needs” in humanitarian situations is often intimately related to the reli-
gious identities and belief systems of refugees, with local (and sometimes 
religious) conceptualizations of “basic needs” transcending secular organi-
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zations’ defi nitions, as well as the Greek government’s recognition of non-
negotiable human rights. Basic needs and dignity must also be viewed in 
relation to the importance that displaced people may give to celebrating 
key rituals pertaining both to life and to death; indeed, being able to bury 
a loved one with dignity can be as, if not more, important than what the 
“international community” often assumes to be the “immediate” emergency 
needs for food and shelter. Deeper histories of the region, including Afghan 
refugees’ history of processes of migration and displacement that precede 
2015, not only challenge the periodization of the “refugee crisis,” but also 
contextualize new and unexpected formations of solidarity and political 
organizing. The Athens Afghan community’s relationships with the “old” 
Sunni Muslims in Thrace, who are not immigrants but a local Greek pop-
ulation offi cially recognized as a Muslim minority under the Treaty of Lau-
sanne, ties them to a population the government recognizes as having rights 
to educational, linguistic, and religious freedom. At the same time, the ur-
gency of “crisis” (even when manufactured) may produce political pressures 
and opportunities for rights claims on the state that did not exist before. In 
Lesvos in 2016, Khazer Hussein, a British-Pakistani expatriate and repre-
sentative of the British Muslim charity All4Humanity, secured a small plot 
of land, donated by the municipality after a legal dispute over discovered 
remains of drowned refugees, in order to establish the island’s fi rst Muslim 
cemetery, where Islamic funerary rites were instituted a few miles from the 
refugee camps.

Muslim refugees’ Islamic care and their expansive understandings of “ba-
sic rights,” which accord religious rights to those living and mourning as 
well as to those who have passed away, demonstrate that intense suffering, 
violence, and exclusion are not inevitable for displaced populations. Such a 
view builds on the pervasive false assumption that refugees will be rejected 
by local populations of citizens and residents of their arrival countries and, 
equally, the false assumption that heterogeneous groups of refugees sharing 
a particular space will be hostile toward one another on the basis, for in-
stance, of nationality, religion, or ethnicity.

Can Muslim Students Be Greek? 

It is ironic that at the Athens mosque inauguration, Minister of Education 
Gavroglou made the case for Muslims’ nonnegotiable rights to have a place 
of worship through the analogy of Muslim children’s rights to an educa-
tion because Greek public schools, like mosques and Islamic cemeteries, 
are another highly contentious battleground for Greek religious pluralism. 
In the most extreme cases of harassment of refugee students, Golden Dawn 
members have padlocked public schools to prevent migrant children from 
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entering. During my fi eldwork, a racist attack on an eleven-year-old Afghan 
boy, Amir, made international headlines. Through Ali and the other volun-
teers at the Afghan Community Center who were supporting Amir, I came 
to know him and his family and saw fi rsthand how profoundly the Greek 
state failed them and how tightly the Afghan community joined together to 
protect them.

The controversy began over a school assembly memorializing Greece’s 
role in World War II on 28 October 2017, Ochi Day, which was to be held at 
a neighborhood church in the Athens suburb, Dafni. The assembly included 
speeches and presentations of schoolwork by the children and involved a 
formal march of the children in celebratory formation, led by a student 
carrying the Greek fl ag. Names for the leader were drawn at random and 
Amir’s name was selected in the lottery, much to his excitement. Arzoo, his 
mother, recalled his joy over being chosen when he returned from school 
that day until that evening when they received a call from Amir’s principal. 
The principal explained that some felt a Muslim boy could not lead a pro-
cession in a church and should not be carrying the Greek fl ag. Amir and 
his mother conveyed their bewilderment to the principal over the phone, 
insisting that as Muslims they recognized churches as houses of worship of 
the same God worshipped in mosques, but the principal was not persuaded. 
She begrudgingly let Amir keep his role as line leader but told him he would 
carry a sign with the school’s name on it rather than a Greek fl ag.

The night of the assembly, Amir’s apartment was attacked in the mid-
dle of the night. White supremacists threw rocks and smoke bombs made 
of beer bottles through the window of the bedroom Amir shared with his 
younger brother and sister. The glass shattered over Amir’s younger broth-
er’s sleeping body, an event that deeply traumatized him. The assailants left 
a cardboard sign which read in Greek, “Go back to your village. Leave.” 
Amir’s mother, Arzoo, awakened by the attack and her screaming children 
did not call the authorities initially but other members of the Afghan com-
munity, such as Ali and Masud (a pseudonym). It was only after Afghan 
leaders arrived at her apartment that the police were called, and an investi-
gation began. Masud explained why the community sees the police as more 
of a threat than a source of support with a personal example: Golden Dawn 
members also attacked Masud in the street, nearly breaking several of his 
bones. When Masud reported the incident to police at the Agios Pantelei-
monas station, they taunted him. “They said, ‘What kind of man are you? 
Fight back if they fi ght you; don’t come running to us.’”

 Crypteia, a reference to a group of ancient Spartans infamous for attack-
ing slaves, is a neo-Nazi vigilante organization and breakaway group from 
Golden Dawn that claimed responsibility for the attack on Amir’s apartment 
and threatened refugee organizations with more vigilante violence. While 
little is known about Crypteia, as the group benefi ts from being shrouded 
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in mystique, the religious dimensions of their ideology were detailed by 
the founder, a professor indicted on multiple charges in 2019, and refl ect 
a global trend of white supremacist movements embracing paganism and 
claiming pre-Christian roots (Pew Research Center 2018; Vrakopoulos and 
Halikiopoulou 2019). A focus on the ways religion infl ects global racist ide-
ologies sheds light on the particularly local and global dimensions of their 
thought but also dislodges the assumption that religion belongs “naturally” 
to the poor, to people of color, to foreigners, to refugees, and not to white 
Europeans (Orsi 2005: 188). Ultimately, Ali, Masud, and the other Afghan 
leaders decided not to tell Arzoo about Crypteia and Golden Dawn, though 
they did bring Amir’s father in Germany into the loop. When I expressed 
surprise at this paternalistic decision, they explained it was made collec-
tively to try to protect her and the children, that it was best to assuage her 
fears over an isolated attack by a few individuals rather than to talk to her 
about a concerted movement that viewed her son, her family, and her entire 
community as ready targets.

The violent attack led to a media storm and scrutiny over the mishan-
dling of the assembly by the school offi cials. The principal and teachers 
were publicly reprimanded by the mayor of Athens, Yiorgos Kaminis, and 
the prime minister, who apologized to Amir at an offi cial event; the prime 
minister gifted him a Greek fl ag. Amir was transferred to a different school, 
though he was too terrifi ed to attend for several weeks, and his family was 
moved from the apartment where they were attacked to another across 
town, provided by an iNGO.

 It is the Afghan Community Center that bears the burden of providing 
Arzoo and her children with daily emotional and material support. The 
gifted fl ag hangs above Arzoo’s small bed in the living room of their new, 
spare apartment, but Arzoo wanted only one thing: to leave Greece with her 
children and be reunited with her husband in Germany who was irate over 
the attack. The refusal to expedite her case made the gifted fl ag seem like 
an empty public relations gesture on the part of the government, although 
Arzoo and the children did ultimately receive formal asylum in Greece. In 
the interim, the stresses on the marriage grew and Amir’s father divorced 
Arzoo. Although Amir was at the center of the media controversy, it is his 
younger brother who struggled the most to recover from the trauma. He 
spoke little and slept fi tfully even six months later, Arzoo explained to me, 
when I visited them on Amir’s twelfth birthday. Amir cut the cake Arzoo 
baked, celebrating with his family and his best friend and neighbor, another 
Afghan boy his age also named Amir. The next day, on 23 March 2018, the 
Afghan community offi ces were set ablaze and their computers smashed, 
with almost everything in the offi ce destroyed. Naim Elghandour, president 
of the Muslim Association of Greece, received one of several threatening 
phone calls earlier in the year from Crypteia in which a man said, “We 
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are the ones who kill refugees and Muslims, who burn mosques and who 
attacked Emir’s [sic] home” (Strickland 2018).

It is important to note that in interviews, Afghan refugees stressed that 
they knew nothing about white supremacist movements in Greece before 
arrival; refugees who, like Ali, had come before 2015 often wanted to re-
count much older stories of racist harassment and violence, challenging the 
temporality of the crisis and the narrative of the recent rise of Golden Dawn 
and its splintered groups. They also expressed frustration that they found 
the police were racist too.

Christian Conversion and Care

In Athens, I encountered, in addition to Muslim Afghan communities, a 
group of predominantly Afghan refugees who had converted to evangelical 
Christianity and formed a secret church in Athens because they fear for 
their lives due to their conversions. The Afghan Community Center, though 
secular in orientation, was run by a volunteer staff of Muslim Afghans who 
provided various forms of aid and public health education to the church 
group, particularly around sexual health and the prevention of STDs. The 
staff and the church members enjoyed an amicable relationship despite the 
new converts’ missionary zeal and disdain for Islam.

Jibril (a pseudonym), the Afghan minister originally from Parwan, where 
the U.S.’s Bagram Airbase is located, proudly showed me a painting of a 
map of Afghanistan with a cross planted in it, symbolizing a future in which 
Afghanistan would be a fully Christian country (see fi gure 14.1). I did not 
ask him outright if he imagined such a goal would be reached militarily, 
but I did make note that, in contrast to all the other refugees with whom I 
spoke who drew direct parallels between U.S. war-making and their own 
circumstances as refugees, no one in the church whom I interviewed offered 
any critique of the U.S. proxy wars in Afghanistan or beyond. Instead, they 
focused on the brutalities of the Taliban and the hatefulness and violence of 
their previous religion, Islam, which did not seem to bother the Muslim Af-
ghans listening in who also fl ed Afghanistan and the Taliban. (I found they 
occasionally offered mild protestations to negative representations of Islam 
on Jibril’s Facebook page, typically in the form of calls for tolerance and 
respect.) I asked several Afghan church members why they abstained from 
the protests on the anniversary of the EU-Turkey deal, protests that fi lled 
the streets of Athens and eleven other major cities in Europe with millions, 
and again they were evasive. I surmised that the Afghan church is funded 
by American evangelical groups, such as Franklin Graham’s Samaritan’s 
Purse, whose tote bags and other paraphernalia were scattered throughout 
the Afghan church. The Iranian and Afghan refugees in the church were 
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also the only refugees I encountered who expressed a desire to settle in the 
United States rather than in northern European countries (the church offers 
classes only in English, not in Greek or German). When I asked Jibril if 
they received any money from NGOs he answered after an awkward pause: 
“Only Jesus helps us.” I smiled and answered, “Well, Jesus is not an NGO!” 
Everyone standing around the church listening burst out laughing, some a 
bit nervously, and that line of questioning was closed.

Religion, like race, usually corresponds to power and resources in the 
humanitarian industrial complex. In the context of the war on terror, hu-
manitarian work is an important site of power, of claiming that Westerners 
are humanitarians and good people in a world filled with violence, suf-
fering, and endless war (Grewal 2017). The very term “humanitarianism” 
centers the giver rather than the receiver, fusing the work of self-help with 
the work of “helping others.” In 2015, Forbes’ list of the twenty-five larg-
est U.S. charities included nine Christian charities; four are evangelical 
charities with a significant footprint in Greece: World Vision, Compassion 
International, Cru (formerly Campus Crusade), and Samaritan’s Purse. In 

Figure 14.1. Painting of the Flag and Map of Afghanistan Foregrounded by  
a Cross. This large painting is the most prominent piece of artwork  

displayed in the central chamber of the church. Photo by the author.
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the United States, after 2001, President George W. Bush built on many of 
President Bill Clinton’s neoliberal policies supporting the role of Christian 
and Jewish faith-based organizations in providing welfare, while reducing 
welfare as a right for many others in the United States. As development and 
humanitarian assistance shifted from governments to NGOs and carceral 
humanitarianism, Christian nonprofi ts benefi ted the most. The evangelical 
charity World Vision was already the largest privately funded development 
organization in the world by the 1990s, and by 2008 it had an annual bud-
get of $2.6 billion. As American Muslim charities endured a crackdown 
after September 11, Christian groups internationalized and fl ourished with 
U.S. government support (McAlister 2018). Samaritan’s Purse was a small 
nonprofi t in the 1990s, and by 2015 its budget was $520 million; it fol-
lows in a long-standing imperial tradition of delivering aid while trailing 
behind the tanks (or fi ghter jets) that created refugees in Afghanistan and 
Iraq, what Oliver (2017) calls humanitarian warfare, the fl ip side of carceral 
humanitarianism.

Conclusion

A focus on refugee-led, religiously motivated practices of care forces us to 
rethink the assumptions widely held in practitioner and policy circles that 
refugees are passive recipients of aid, or that international practitioners al-
ways know best about what the refugees’ most urgent needs are. In doc-
umenting the ways in which different groups of refugees support other 
refugees in Greece, I do not mean to suggest that all refugees support each 
other or have the same politics. For example, the refugee church members 
exhibited the most remarkably conservative politics compared to any other 
refugee community I encountered in Athens; many of them described Islam 
as a violent, hateful religion in contrast to the loving nature of Christianity. 
Their scathing characterizations of Islam might echo global elements of anti-
Islamic rhetoric, but they also must be contextualized in terms of their real 
suffering at the hands of violent religious extremists in Afghanistan, whether 
the Taliban, ISIS, or other groups, as well as the stigma they live with being 
racialized as Muslims in Greece. Given their traumatic experiences in Af-
ghanistan, Iran, and Greece it is understandable why they would demonize 
Islam and idealize Christianity (and I am in no position to question their 
religious sincerity as Christians). It is also interesting to note that Afghan 
Hazara Shi’i Muslims’ and Christian converts’ shared suffering at the hands 
of the Taliban and/or in Greece may be more important than their religious 
differences. The kinds of connectivity and mutual care religion might cre-
ate or foreclose among refugees in the Greek borderlands deserves further 
study.
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My focus in this chapter has been on small local acts of Islamic care 
between refugees in the Greek borderlands in order to shed light on the 
range of refugees’ activism, practices of care, and religious commitments, 
which thus far lack suffi cient scholarly attention. The same kinds of struc-
tural exclusions apply to the cases of Islamic iNGOs operating in Greek 
borderlands. Like the exclusion of local, refugee-led initiatives, I encoun-
tered representatives from Islamic iNGOs Charity Right and Islamic Relief, 
based in the United States and the United Kingdom, who struggled with ac-
cess to the refugees in camps in order to offer aid, while evangelical NGOs 
such as Eurorelief (which has U.S. funding through the evangelical Hellenic 
Ministries) enjoyed full access to the camps and considerable power, despite 
headline-grabbing reports in which missionaries withheld food and internet 
access to refugees who did not express an interest in converting to Christian-
ity. Understanding refugees’ religious lives is all the more important under 
these circumstances of intense religious and racial discrimination, contexts 
in which refugees rely increasingly on one another within and across reli-
gious communal lines.
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